Abstract-We investigate the problem of sparse modeling for predictive coding and introduce an efficient algorithm for computing sparse stereo linear predictors for lossless audio compression. Sparse linear predictive coding offers both improved compression and reduction of decoding complexity compared with non-sparse linear predictive coding. The modeling part amounts to finding the optimal structure of a sparse linear predictor using a fully implementable minimum description length (MDL) approach. The MDL criterion, simplified conveniently under realistic assumptions, is approximately minimized by a greedy algorithm which solves sequentially least squares partial problems, where the factorization ensures numerically stable solutions and facilitates a quasi-optimal quantization of the parameter vector. The overall compression system built around this modeling tool is shown to achieve the main goals: improved compression and, even more importantly, faster decoding speeds than the state of the art lossless audio compression methods. The optimal MDL sparse predictors are shown to provide parametric spectra that constitute new alternative spectral descriptors, capturing important regularities missed by the optimal MDL non-sparse predictors.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N the context of an ever increasing available storage capacity, network transfer speed, and computing performance, lossless audio compression becomes a viable choice which is widely deployed in consumer electronics [1] , [2] . The ubiquity of high quality audio equipment makes it possible to acquire, process, release, store, and play audio files consisting of high sampling frequency and high bit resolution multichannel waveforms at the highest available precision, by using lossless compression in all intermediate stages of encoding-decoding. The main benefit of using lossless audio compression is reducing the typically required storage space to a half or a third of the original size, objectively preserving the perfect quality, with a low or moderate cost of computational complexity for decoding the files. These features are important especially on portable playing devices, where storage space is limited and the decoding algorithms should run at a high speed.
There are a number of often used lossless compression technologies, including the current standard MPEG-4 ALS [3] , [4] , commercial products such as the Windows Media Audio Lossless [5] and Apple Lossless [6] , or free software developed by individuals, as Monkey's Audio [7] , FLAC [8] , and OptimFROG [9] . These compression techniques use different methods for the optimal predictor design, for the structure selection, and for the entropy coding. The existing methods are continuously improved along three axes of performance: compression ratio, encoding speed, and decoding speed. However, since the maxima along the three performance criteria cannot be reached simultaneously, one can change the freely available options (e.g., maximum prediction order and granularity of frame decomposition) in order to get functioning points laying on trade-off curves in these three coordinate axes. The most typical trade-off is that gradually increasing the allowed predictor order, from tens to hundreds, one gets better and better compression but the encoding and decoding speeds are continuously and significantly decreasing. The trade-off curves can be traced and compared amongst different encoders [10] . A flexible decoder, requiring very low computational complexity, is the central motivation for the proposed compression scheme presented in this paper. The essential trade-off for the decoder is that allowing a higher decoder complexity one obtains smaller compressed file sizes, while when lowering the decoder complexity one gets less compression, but also faster execution times. We describe in this paper a scheme which obtains the performance curve compression versus decoding speed translated at several times higher decoding speeds when compared to the corresponding performance curve of the standard algorithm MPEG-4 ALS (see, e.g., Fig. 1 ) at the same compression values.
Hence, for portable devices one has the best flexibility for balancing between the energy consumption used for reading the audio data file from the storage device (dependent on the size of the compressed file) and the additional energy consumption required for real-time decoding, in order to obtain a significantly longer overall battery life compared to playing the uncompressed audio data.
We obtain the gains in the compression versus decoding speed performance curve by using a very efficient sparse predictor modeling. We replace the commonly used predictor design, based on least squares (LS) or Levinson-Durbin optimization followed by MDL predictor order selection, with a more refined greedy algorithm for sparse structure optimization. The generic optimization problem posed in this paper will be solved by using a numerically stable least squares procedure, where the positions of the nonzero predictor coefficients are free to be chosen from a large enough set of possible positions, and additionally the quantization decisions for each coefficient are done inside the loop for updating the predictor parameter vector. The optimization criterion includes the cost of encoding the sparsity binary pattern. Fig. 1 . Compression versus decoding speed: total compression in percent (lower is better) and average decoding speed in multiples of real-time (higher is better). The abbreviation of the proposed sparse modeling method is AOFR_s. On the left panel the stereo case is shown, while the mono case is shown for comparison in the right panel, showing a similar ranking of the tested methods, however with a vertical shift in the compression axis, due to not exploiting the inter-channel dependencies.
To our knowledge there are no previous papers reporting the use of sparse linear prediction for lossless audio coding. However, there are many papers discussing the audio sparse modeling in the frequency domain or using over-complete dictionaries using basis with different time-frequency characteristics with applications for music analysis and for lossy coding (see, e.g., [11] , [12] ). Related algorithms for sparse linear prediction in the time domain refer to echo cancelation applications [13] , [14] .
The main reasons for introducing sparse modeling are: first to improve decoding speed performance, and second, to improve the compression performance when compared with non-sparse modeling. Both objectives can be achieved because for many real audio and music signals a full (non-sparse) predictor of high order is equivalent to a shorter sparse predictor. Our results show that lossless coding can consistently benefit from sparse coding, albeit the improvements in compression ratio remain in average at about 0.5% (although for some audio material they are much larger, up to 5.5%). In the past the effort in improving the lossless compression for gains of about 0.9% was paid by introducing complex methods (e.g., the RLS-LMS extension of MPEG-4 ALS [4] ), with the price of slowing down significantly the execution time at the decoder (up to 20 times slower). The net advantage of sparse modeling is the contrary effect, that the increased compression is obtained by increasing the encoder complexity only, without changing the decoding speed.
A. Outline
Section II introduces the optimization problem relevant for lossless encoding and decoding of a given frame of stereo audio, paralleling the problem solved here with the problem solved in the currently existing schemes. Section III introduces the proposed sparse modeling algorithm and discusses some basic properties. The overall system describing the encoder, decoder, and interaction between channels is presented in Section IV. Overall compression and complexity results and a discussion of several improvements are presented in Section V. In chapter VI the main features of the method are investigated separately with emphasis on the differences between the optimal MDL sparse and non-sparse predictors for one particular song. We draw conclusions in Section VII. The appendices present more detailed algorithmic and implementation issues.
II. THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FOR LOSSLESS PREDICTIVE CODING
A multichannel audio file can be seen as a matrix , representing channels, each containing samples acquired at the sampling frequency Hz, with a precision of bits, each sample being a -bit two's complement signed integer. Typical values for audio, especially music, files are: number of channels , sampling frequency in Hz , and precision in bits . An encoding algorithm encodes the integer samples into an encoded file, which can be losslessly decoded to recover perfectly the original file, . The size in bits of the encoded file represents the codelength required for encoding the audio file and is denoted . We use the notation in the following to denote codelength in bits, e.g., is the codelength in bits required to encode the data or parameters by the encoding method . The system details and interactions present when encoding multiple channels will be described in Section IV. Meanwhile, in Sections II and III we discuss the simpler problem where we deal only with two channels: the first channel, , called main channel, whose samples are predicted based on its past samples and also based on the samples of the second channel, , called reference channel, which helps in improving the prediction accuracy of the main channel.
A. Generic Encoder and Decoder Structure for a Frame
We split the main channel in consecutive frames (segments) which are modeled independently. For a frame of length , let us denote the signal on the main channel by and the signal on the reference channel by . Linear prediction for the samples of the main channel is obtained by (1) where the linear predictor parameters are and the regressor vector is . Since the main and reference channels are decoded in an interleaved fashion (see Section IV-A for details), at time both the encoder and the decoder will have available all samples forming the vector . Introducing the data matrix , the vector of predictions is given by . We refer in the following to the th entry of the regressor vector as the th regressor, , and whenever we say that the regressor with index was not selected to be used in the model or in the prediction mask, or equivalently that the th column of the matrix is not used for computing the prediction .
The encoder will transmit the parameter vector and the prediction residuals, out of which the decoder reconstructs the audio frame. The same predictor coefficients used at encoder have to be used by the decoder for perfectly reconstructing the audio frame, and thus the predictor coefficients allowed to be used at the encoder are those having values in the set , which is the set of all possible reconstruction values under a given quantization-dequantization scheme (in our scheme, we have the set of possible reconstructions of the form for any ). The prediction residuals are forced to be integer valued by rounding the linear predictions to their nearest integer, , and hence the definition of the prediction residual vector is where rounding for a vector is applied elementwise. Perfect reconstruction is enforced by computing at the encoder the vector and then transmitting it to the decoder by using a residual encoding algorithm , which requires bits, and then sending to the decoder also by an encoding algorithm , which requires bits. The decoder can reconstruct the original samples by (2) where the needed samples in the th row of the matrix are already decoded and are available at the time of computing the entry .
The optimization problem to be solved at the encoder for each frame is encompassing finding the optimal predictor parameters and the optimal structure of the predictor, which is the relevant problem for most lossless audio compression algorithms.
We consider that the maximum values and are given by the user (large values will require a larger encoding computational effort), so the length of is fixed, and the user also decides on the maximum number of nonzero elements in (thus the sparse modeling amounts to choosing a predictor having at most nonzero entries, out of the possible entries).
We note that the result of the optimization problem will be a vector possibly having zero elements for the last regression positions in each of the channels, i.e., and for some and , and hence is the real useful size of the vector .
The difficulty of constructing the best algorithms and and of finding efficiently the solution of for the frames of a wide class of audio material makes the lossless coding an ever challenging task with no definitive solution, at least for the time being.
The encoder will encode each frame in the following way: The dominant computational effort at the decoder is Step D2.1, requiring multiplications per sample for a non-sparse predictor, compared to just multiplications per sample for the tasks in Step D1.
The typical structural parameters in the problem are the intraand inter-channel prediction orders and , and additionally in this paper we include the provision to describe a possible sparse structure for the vector of predictor parameters and hence introduce the binary mask as an additional structural parameter vector, defining the locations of the nonzero parameters ( if , and if ). If the optimal predictor resulting from solving really will result to have a sparse structure, our explicit accounting for a possible sparse structure has two advantages: first, it allows a more efficient coding of long predictors , and second, the decoding is much more rapid, since it reduces the multiplications per sample to just multiplications per sample, where denotes the number of nonzero elements in the vector and is usually (improperly) called " norm".
B. State of the Art Lossless Coding as Particular Cases of Problem
The presented generic encoding and decoding algorithms are relevant for all lossless audio compression algorithms which are operating frame-wise.
The MPEG-4 ALS standard operates frame-wise, with parts of the encoder being left free to designer's choice and the decoder being fully specified, but still configurable according to a number of options. The basic features of the algorithm are that the linear predictors operate on a single channel, thus , and the optimization and encoding of the predictor parameters are done in the reflection coefficient domain using reflection coefficients obeying computed by Levinson-Durbin algorithm, which in principle prevents the usage of unconstrained, full least squares solutions. Our sparse predictive model, which is based on a main channel and a reference channel is difficult to be utilized by the MPEG-4 ALS standard, because it handles differently the multichannel signals.
Another algorithm often used for lossless audio coding is FLAC, which also operates frame-wise and can be seen as a particular approximate solution to problem . It uses single-channel linear predictors, its prediction coefficients are uniformly quantized and stored without entropy coding.
III. SOLVING THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
In this section we advance towards the solution of the optimization problem by making a number of assumptions and simplifications, under which the involved codelengths will get simple expressions, suitable for optimization by greedy approaches similar to the ones used for solving standard sparse modeling [15] .
We first note that the dynamic range of the input audio is reasonably large, , the most used values being , and even when the audio signals are very predictable, the prediction residuals are at least in the range of tens, thus the rounding of the real valued residuals to integers can be neglected when finding the optimal predictor parameters and we can remove rounding when solving the optimal problem in Step E1 (but the rounding needs to be effectively applied in
Step E4). The new form of the problem becomes:
The form of the problem can be paralleled with the sparse modeling problems where the cost function, typically a function of the sum of squared residuals , is modified by imposing an penalty term onto the vector of prediction coefficients as We need to choose reasonable approximations of the two terms, and , such that the optimization problem will be tractable even for very large values and , in the order of tens or hundreds.
A. Approximating the Expressions of the Codelengths for Residuals and Prediction Coefficients
The algorithm for encoding the residuals in the Step E4 of the encoding algorithm uses a mixed parametric-nonparametric modeling approach, where each residual value is first mapped to the nonnegative value , where is 1 if the holds and 0 otherwise. The value is then split into the quotient and remainder of the division by a parameter : the remainder is transmitted uniformly coded using bits, and the quotient, , is encoded by using arithmetic coding with a zero order model. This scheme resembles the Golomb encoding where the integer is encoded in unary. In the algorithm , the optimal parameter is estimated from data in a backward manner and corresponds to the parametric part of the modeling, while the nonparametric part is represented by collecting the histogram of counts of .
Experimentally, we found this modeling process suitable for a wide range of generalized Gaussian distributions, including Laplace and Gaussian as particular cases. Hence the real encoding is done using a very flexible modeling, which will suit well various kinds of residual distributions encountered in practice over various audio frames, but unfortunately the codelength resulting as the outcome of the encoding algorithm does not even have a closed form and it will be very difficult to be tackled during the optimization stage. We resort to an approximation, namely that the residuals have a Gaussian distribution, which is motivated in the first place by the convenient resulting expression , leading to the following particular case of the optimization problem :
The sparsity pattern is explicitly coded as part of the intermediate variables used in the algorithm and hence will be mainly a function , which will be described in Appendix V, leading to a more particular form for the problem :
B. Greedy Approach for Suboptimal Solutions
The most popular classes of approximation algorithms for solving are greedy algorithms, using stepwise selection of the nonzero elements in , and convex relaxation, where the norm is replaced by the norm leading to LASSO-type estimation [15] . In [16] it is presented an extensive comparison of performance for Forward Stepwise and LASSO algorithms using MDL-type penalties. A two step approach consisting of subset selection followed by removal of the possibly insignificant coefficients using hard thresholding is suggested and analyzed in [17] .
The differences between and are in the particular cost functions, but also in the dimensions of the matrix : for the number of rows is (much) larger than the number of columns, while for the number of rows is smaller than the number of columns. Also, the constraint which appears additionally in is not usually considered in . However, we develop the approach for solving following closely the approach often used for solving , namely the least squares orthogonal matching pursuit (LS-OMP) [15] , also known as orthogonal least squares [18] .
We take a greedy approach, by solving incrementally in , i.e., by starting with an all-zero vector and at each new step allowing one zero element of to become nonzero. Hence, the binary sparsity mask has ones at step , and at step the task is to find which zero element of will be switched to a one, such that the improvement in the criterion is the largest. Testing which element in to switch is done exhaustively, thus one tests all possible new structure vectors . This greedy approach allows a simpler formulation of the iterative stages, more explicit in terms of the variables which are really free. At stage of the greedy algorithm we have fixed one elements in and we look for best position for a th one, thus we need to test a number of sparsity patterns . Given such a tested pattern, , having one elements in fixed positions, the unknowns remain only the nonzero values in , and we denote with the -dimensional vector of these values, and by we denote the matrix formed by selecting the columns of having indices for which . The stage of the greedy search algorithm becomes This problem is a least squares problem where the elements of the vector of parameters are constrained to belong to the set of reconstructions compatible with the quantization-dequantization procedure.
We can now organize the needed steps for solving the overall optimization problem in the following algorithm: We present in the Appendices I, II, and III the details of the algorithm. The Step A1.1.2 is the most computationally expensive and it evaluates the least squares criterion for each candidate regressor without explicitly constructing . We will show how to organize these computations to take advantage of the computations already done at stage , similar to the LS recursive-in-order algorithm in [19] .
IV. ENCODER AND DECODER SYSTEM OVERVIEW
A. Processing of Multichannel Audio Data
Given a variable length frame assumed to be quasi-stationary, of length from a channel , we have shown how to model it using stereo prediction, where we use samples from another reference channel to form the vector for inter-channel prediction. Since the previous frame is known to the decoder too, for each frame with index larger than 1, we will assume without loss of generality that previous values of both and (i.e., and ) are known up to the maximum used prediction order, while for the first frame the values with negative time indices are not known and they are simply considered to be all zero.
The channels are encoded sample by sample in interleaved manner using a selected channel ordering which is known to both encoder and decoder. If starts at offset in the signal , we have . Depending on the selected channel ordering, we have two cases. If is transmitted before , we can use only previous samples from and we choose . Otherwise, we can also use the current sample from because it is available and we choose . In case of multichannel audio, each frame from a channel can use a different reference channel , which is indicated as side information. In principle, the encoder can try each reference channel and select the one providing the best compression for the frame.
B. Entropy Coding of Nonzero Prediction Coefficients
We use the encoder configuration parameter which is the maximum number of fractional bits used for the quantization of prediction coefficients, typically set to . The optimally quantized prediction coefficients using fractional bits are converted into 32 bit integer coefficients by , each satisfying the bound . The optimal , giving the smallest compressed size, is selected by the encoder for each frame and encoded using bits.
For each integer coefficient we compute the following quantities: the sign , the absolute value , the number of significant bits after the leading one , and the significant bits . We also define the biased exponent . If , we only define the biased exponent . It can be easily observed that , so we have a total of 32 possible values for exponent . We encode each integer coefficient by first encoding the exponent using adaptive entropy coding with an alphabet size of 32. If , we encode the sign using one bit, and finally we encode the significant bits using bits.
At the decoder, the process is executed in reversed order. We decode the exponent . If , we set . Otherwise, if , we compute , read the sign using one bit, read the significant bits integer using bits, and finally recompose . The coding of the sparsity mask is presented in Appendix IV while in Appendix V we present a number of penalization strategies for the sparsity mask which are used concurrently in the greedy search.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Test Corpus
We used for the source material a very large test corpus of 82 Audio CDs having a varied distribution of genres, consisting of 1191 audio track files in WAVE format at 44100 Hz, 16 bit, stereo. We created the test corpus by extracting from each audio track file the middle 10 seconds, thus generating 1191 files of equal length (1764044 bytes), with a total length of 11910 seconds (3 hours and 18.5 minutes) and a total size of 2100976404 bytes (approximately 2.101 GB).
B. Description of Tested Compression Modes
We tested our developed compression program (named Asymmetric OptimFROG, identified as AOFR) in both the existing non-sparse compression modes and the new sparse compression modes. For comparison, we included the results of MPEG-4 ALS compression program version RM22r2 in asymmetric mode (identified as ALS).
For AOFR in non-sparse mode we used the maximum total prediction orders of 12, 24, 36, 48, 72, 96, 144, 192, 288, 384, 576, and 768. For each of the compression modes, we set , which means that for the stereo predictor the maximum intra-channel prediction order was twice the maximum inter-channel prediction order . For example, in a non-sparse mode having the total number of nonzeros , the main and reference channels can have up to and nonzeros, respectively.
The frame lengths are an integral multiple of the minimum frame length, chosen as . The segmentation was done using linear-time dynamic programming, by limiting . The maximum number of fractional bits for the quantization of the prediction coefficients was set to . For AOFR in sparse mode we used the maximum number of regressors to be selected, , as 12, 24, 36, 48, 72, 96, and 144. We used three configurations for the search ranges of the intra-channel predictor and of the inter-channel predictor as (128, 64), (256, 128), and (512, 256). Each sparse compression mode was using switching only between the (full cost) and (full cost with forced pre-selection) penalty functions together with the non-sparse selection procedure. Switching between all the penalty functions together with the non-sparse selection procedure further improved compression on average with less than 0.02% for each tested compression mode, indicating that the null cost penalty functions ( and ), which lead to direct optimization of the MSE, do not sensibly improve the overall compression.
For ALS we used the maximum prediction orders MAXORD of 12, 24, 36, 48, 72, 96, 144, 192, 288, 384, 576, 768, and 1023 (unlimited) using the command line option '-oMAXORD'. Additional command line options used were optimum compression settings ' 7' and two methods mode ' t2' (which selects frame-wise the best of Joint Stereo and Multi-Channel Correlation). Two sets of configurations were used, with or without Long-Term Prediction ' p'. The top level frame length was 20480, which was divided recursively in half up to 5 times (the block switching level) in a tree like manner, such that the overall compressed size of the top level frame will be minimized. The top level frame is thus functionally equivalent to 32 minimum length frames with .
C. Compressed Size Results
We tested the two compression programs AOFR and ALS on the selected corpus and we illustrate in Fig. 1 (left panel) the compression measured as the total compressed sizes divided by the total original sizes in percent (lower is better) versus the average decoding speed measured as multiples of real-time (higher is better). The test computer was an Intel P4 at 2.80 GHz, running Windows XP, and accurate timings for the decoding times were obtained using the process CPU times and under no additional load to minimize cache pollution. For example, when decoding speed is 40 real-time, it means that the test computer can decode 40 seconds playing time of CD audio using one second of CPU time, or alternatively, only 2.5% CPU usage is needed for playing the audio. In absolute terms it means a decoding speed of stereo samples per second. The AOFR_a label represents AOFR tested using non-sparse modes (just adaptive orders), while AOFR_s128, AOFR_s256, and AOFR_s512 represent AOFR tested using sparse modes using one of the three search ranges described earlier. For ALS, the ALS_7t2 and ALS_7pt2 labels represent ALS tested without and with long-term prediction, respectively.
On each curve, the data points are in order from right to left (i.e., maximum orders of 12, 24, 36, ). All curves have the same data points in order, however AOFR sparse modes are limited to 144, AOFR non-sparse modes go up to 768, and ALS modes have the extra data point 1023 (unlimited).
To achieve a compression of approximately 56.6%, we need sparse AOFR_s128 with maximum order 36 (average 45 realtime), non-sparse AOFR_a with maximum order 96 (average 38 real-time), or ALS_7pt2 with maximum order 1023 (average 6 real-time). Thus, for the same compression, the AOFR sparse version is about 7 times faster than ALS. For further increased compression of approximately 56.3%, we need sparse AOFR_s512 with maximum order 48 (average 41 real-time) or non-sparse AOFR_a with maximum order 768 (average 24 real-time), the sparse version being about 1.7 times faster than the non-sparse version. Using sparse AOFR_s512 with maximum order 144 (average 32 real-time) achieves a compression of 56.0%, which is 0.3% more than it is possible with the non-sparse version, while still being 1.3 times faster.
In Fig. 2 we illustrate the compression measured in percent versus the average encoding speed measured as multiples of real-time, for the same test configurations as in Fig. 1 . However, because the encoding speeds are much smaller than the corresponding decoding speeds, we use a logarithmic spaced axis for the encoding speed in this figure to allow better visualization.
The encoder complexity is only linear with respect to the sparse search range. In Fig. 2 the encoding speed of the sparse algorithm, shown for three search ranges (black, red, and green curves) and 7 distinct maximum allowed number of nonzero coefficients, is compared to the encoding speed of the non-sparse algorithm (blue curve), shown for 12 distinct maximum orders. The operating points on the overlapping parts of the green and blue curves (for compression ratios of 56.3% to 56.5%) have the same compression and encoding speed, but different decoding speeds. This can be seen from Fig. 1 (left) where these operating points correspond to better decoding speeds for the sparse algorithm by 14 to 26 percent. For the operating points above 56.5% the sparse algorithm has lower encoding speed and higher decoding speed, when compared to the non-sparse algorithm at the same compression. The operating points below 56.3% are achievable only by the sparse algorithm.
When reading the plots with results in Fig. 1 , one can easily compare sparse to non-sparse by either aligning the decoding speeds, to see the difference in compression (in Fig. 1 it means reading on the same vertical line), or aligning at the same compression to see difference in decoding speed (in Fig. 1 it means reading on the same horizontal line). Due to the extremely different optimal orders of the sparse and non-sparse predictors on most of the frames, it will be difficult to meaningfully align the predictor orders at individual frame level, e.g. by enforcing the optimal order of the non-sparse predictor to be used by the sparse predictor, which most often optimally requires orders several times higher than the non-sparse predictor, as will be shown in Section VI. In order to be fair with both methods one can enforce for example the same maximum allowed search range for both methods, and then to allow each method to use its own MDL decision. One such comparison, for the same search range of 512 lags, shows that the non-sparse AOFR_a achieves a compression of 56.28% with average decoding complexity of 151.79 multiplications per sample, while the sparse AOFR_s achieves a compression of 56.00% with average decoding complexity 80.54 multiplications per sample, the sparse method having advantage in both compression efficiency and decoding speed.
D. Complexity Analysis in Terms of Multiplications
Average decoding speed measured as multiples of real-time is a very useful indicator with respect to the machine architecture used for testing, in this case an Intel P4 CPU desktop computer. However, the decoding speed on mobile computing architectures, like mobile phones and portable music players, is of great interest too, because increased decoding speed (or equivalently lower decoder complexity) directly translates to lower CPU usage during playback and therefore leads to longer battery life and increased responsiveness of other concurrent tasks running on the device.
Because most of the variable complexity in an asymmetric lossless audio decoder comes from the prediction loop, we will now evaluate a generic complexity measure based on the average number of multiplications used for decoding a sample value. This measure is architecture independent and can be easily translated into an estimate of the decoding speed for any architecture, by taking into account the timing characteristics of the integer multiplication instructions available on that architecture. All the quantities used for computations in the decoders are signed integers in two's complement format.
The AOFR decoder uses for the prediction loop only pairs of bit wide multiplication operations and 32 bit wide addition operations [10] . Most architectures currently have native bit wide multiplication instructions and 32 bit addition instructions, or even 32 bit wide combined multiply and accumulate instructions, leading to very efficient prediction loops.
The ALS decoder uses in the prediction loop and in the progressive conversion from reflection coefficients to direct form coefficients only pairs of bit wide multiplication operations and 64 bit wide addition operations. The MultiChannel Correlation (MCC) part uses either 3 or 6 pairs and the Long-Term Prediction (LTP) part uses 5 pairs of the same type of multiplication and addition operations. The reflection coefficients are converted to direct form coefficients using 20 fractional bits, therefore all the temporary quantities in the prediction loop must be 64 bit wide. Some architectures currently have native bit wide multiplication instructions with similar timings compared to the bit wide multiplication instructions, but addition of 64 bit wide temporary quantities must be typically done using two 32 bit wide addition instructions, and moreover there are no combined multiply and accumulate instructions. However, in the following comparisons we will consider the two kind of multiplications the same (see Fig. 3 ). For a compression of approximately 56.6%, we need AOFR_s128 with maximum order 36 (average multiplications 31), AOFR_a with maximum order 96 (average multiplications 60), or ALS_7pt2 with maximum order 1023 (average multiplications 232). Thus, for the same compression, the AOFR sparse version uses 2 times fewer multiplications than the non-sparse version, and about 7 times fewer multiplications than ALS. For further increased compression of approximately 56.3%, we need AOFR_s512 with maximum order 48 (average multiplications 40) or AOFR_a with maximum order 768 (average multiplications 152), the sparse version using about 4 times fewer multiplications than the non-sparse version.
We can also observe in Table I the worst case average decoding complexity behavior encountered for one of the test files. The non-sparse modes exhibit a very large variation of average decoding complexity depending on the audio material (4.5 times slower than average in case of ALS_7pt2 and 3.4 times slower than average in case of AOFR_a), while the AOFR_s sparse modes achieve the same or better compression with very small variation of average decoding complexity (almost constant), regardless of the audio material. We also included in Table I several results for programs providing very fast decoding speed or the best available compression. For very fast decoding speed, FLAC was tested using default and best compression modes, and it obtains about 4.0% worse compression on average. From the viewpoint of comparing sparse and non-sparse predictive coding, FLAC is not relevant because it uses very low prediction orders. On the opposite direction, symmetrical compression programs have very low decoding speed but achieve the best compression. We tested OptimFROG using best compression settings and ALS in RLSLMS mode using best compression settings and we notice that they achieve better compression than our proposed scheme, but at decoding speeds which are probably too small for most of the multimedia playing devices. Summarizing the results in the table, AOFR is not surpassed at decoding speed in its range of achieved compression.
VI. DISCUSSION AND ILLUSTRATION OF THE ALGORITHMIC FEATURES, EXEMPLIFIED FOR A PARTICULAR SONG
The good performance of the proposed method relies on an ensemble of features: the use of sparse predictive models, which are more flexible than the traditional non-sparse predictors, the use of an in-loop optimization-quantization scheme, which improves over the traditional decoupled optimization-quantization technique, the optimization of the stereo predictor, and the dynamic programming based segmentation. The aggregated effect of all these features has been presented in the previous section where the comparison with the standard MPEG-4 ALS was proven consistently favorable to the proposed method. In this section we aim to illustrate the advantages of some of the individual features, exemplifying with results over one particular song, Bohemian Rhapsody by Queen (CD audio format, 16 bit, 44.1 kHz, stereo, with a duration of 5 minutes and 58.293 s).
A. Performance Produced by System Level Features
The compression of the stereo file using the method with full features realizes an overall compression factor of 50.86%, when the parameters are set to: atom size is 441, maximum grouping of atoms in the adaptive segmentation is 32, maximum number of nonzero coefficients is , and the maximum search ranges for the intra-channel part is and for the interchannel part is . When compressed as two separated mono files , the overall compression becomes 52.02%, where the left channel has a compression factor of 51.63% and the right channel compression factor of 52.41%, thus the optimized stereo predictor produces a gain of 1.16% over the mono predictor.
The effect of dynamic programming on the compression of the left channel is as follows: when dynamic programming based segmentation is activated the compression is 51.63%, while when segmentation is turned off and fixed size atoms are used the compression is 53.74% for atom size 441, 53.06% for atom size 882, and 52.46% for atom size 1764. 
B. Illustration of the Benefits of the Class of Sparse Predictors Over Non-Sparse Predictors
We concentrate in the following in detail on the difference in performance of the sparse predictor against the non-sparse predictor when segmenting in equal blocks with length (since taking larger length will lead to many blocks being nonstationary), using the parameters for the optimal design and search range . The results are reported over the left channel of the file. The optimal MDL sparse predictors are obtained using all the steps of the Algorithm A, while the optimal MDL non-sparse predictors can still be obtained using the Algorithm A, but without performing the Steps A1.1 and A1.2. Optimizing in two nested model classes results necessarily in better or equal performance for the optimal solution in the more general class. The audio file has a total of 17915 frames, out of which for 5587 frames the optimum MDL predictor resulted in being non-sparse, while for 12328 frames the optimum MDL predictor resulted to be sparse.
In Fig. 4 we show the histograms of the optimal MDL non-sparse predictor order , of the optimal MDL sparse predictor order , and of the number of nonzero coefficients in the sparse predictor. In average, the number of nonzero coefficients for the optimum sparse predictors is 15.2 while the corresponding average number for the optimum non-sparse predictors is 16.5. Both methods are constrained to a maximum of nonzero coefficients. We exemplify in the following with typical frames where the optimal MDL sparse predictor was better than the optimal MDL non-sparse predictor, by showing the audio signal waveforms, the autocorrelation functions of the signal and of the prediction residuals for the non-sparse predictor, and finally the signal periodogram and the parametric spectra obtained from the optimal predictors. Any order prediction model fitted to the signal from the current frame can be associated to the AR model and assuming the errors to be white one obtains the parametric spectrum of the signal as where the autoregressive polynomial is and is the error variance. The sparse linear predictor can be seen as a way of reconstructing the current frame, from a linear combination of a small numbers of columns of the matrix having the th column . One strength of the sparse predictors appears to be modeling signals having a strong periodic behavior, where the periodic component is arbitrary, not necessarily sinusoidal. In order to be included in the optimal linear combination the first chosen column has to be highly correlated to the current frame . The crosscorrelation between and is equal to the autocorrelation of at lag , (in the following, for all signals the autocorrelation is normalized by the variance of the signal). The autocorrelation is hence very relevant for the indexes of the first (and subsequently) chosen columns. A column may be still chosen in the linear combination even though its correlation to , is not high, but provides otherwise additional information about , not provided yet by the columns chosen up to the current iteration. We show in Figs. 5 and 6 the autocorrelation function for the two nonconsecutive frames (indices 15998, and 3174) for which the sparse predictor has the highest advantage in codelength over the non-sparse predictor. With black squares we mark the autocorrelation values at the lags selected by the optimal MDL non-sparse predictor (i.e., the lags ), while with red circles we mark the autocorrelation at the lags of the columns selected by the optimal MDL sparse predictor. One notices that in several cases the autocorrelation function at the lag of chosen columns by the sparse predictor is close to zero, and there is no apparent clue why certain lag regions where the signal autocorrelation are very high are not preferred to be chosen by the sparse predictor, while others are selected.
The non-sparse predictor can be seen as extracting at most sinusoidal components with arbitrary frequencies (not necessarily having pairwise rational ratios). In order to reveal the specific differences between the optimal MDL predictors in the two model classes (when they do not coincide), we resort to analyzing the spectral properties of the underlying models and the autocorrelation of their residuals, and we found three main classes of situations which are relevant.
1) Case 1: Clear Periodicity Revealed in the Autocorrelation of the Residual of the Optimal MDL Non-Sparse Predictor:
When plotting the autocorrelation of the residuals of the optimal MDL non-sparse predictor in Fig. 6 (blue line), it is apparent that the residuals are non-white, having high peaks indicating that (strong) periodic components are present in the residual. Ideally a perfectly periodic residual with period will present a train of peaks of the autocorrelation , while the non-equal heights of the peaks seen in the blue curves of Fig. 6 show only approximate periodic components, most likely with a time varying nature. The plots for frames 15998 and 3174 in Fig. 6 provide one type of clue (when noticing the location of red circles with respect to the blue peaks) for explaining the better performance of the sparse predictor, which is seen to select multiple lags around some multiples of the period, . The autocorrelation of the residuals of the optimal MDL sparse predictor, not represented in the plots, does not present obvious peaks and corresponds closely to the autocorrelation of a white signal which should be a Dirac pulse.
A long enough non-sparse predictor will eventually whiten completely the residuals, but at least for the short frame size taken in this example the optimal MDL non-sparse predictor does not result to be too long. In order to quantify the degree of periodicity of the residuals the following model is considered. A residual is said to have a strong periodic component if its autocorrelation function has peaks at multiples of some . As a practical definition we compute the standard deviation of for (to eliminate the effect of possibly high values at small lags) and define as peak any exceeding four standard deviations. We define as the location of the first peak. If all detected peaks are located only in a neighborhood of around each multiple of , we say that the periodic model is validated. This model will account for possible pitches at the lags from 20 to 511, which correspond in frequency to pitches between 87 and 2200 Hz. Enlarging the length of the search window from 511 to higher value will extend the model to account for lower pitches than 87 Hz as well. The model is satisfied also in the case of multi-pitch frames, if the pitches are harmonic.
For the file under study there are 4026 frames displaying strong periodic components (according to the above practical definition) in the residual of the non-sparse predictors, out of which in 3445 frames the sparse predictor is better, while for the rest of 581 frames the non-sparse predictor is identical to the optimal sparse predictor.
In light of these examples we can make the conjecture that the MDL optimal sparse predictor is not identical with the optimal non-sparse predictor in most of the situations when the MDL optimal non-sparse predictor leaves periodical components in its residual signal.
2) Case 2: Apparent Partials in the Nonparametric Spectrum Modeled Closely by the Sparse Parametric Spectrum, While no Clear Periodicity in Autocorrelation Residual: In Fig. 6 the autocorrelation function of the non-sparse residual of frame 3096 does not reveal strong periodic components. However the parametric spectrum of the sparse model shown in Fig. 7 for frame 3096 is seen to model closely the well defined partials up to about 7000 Hz. These pairs of autocorrelation-spectral plots are typical for many of the frames displaying a net advantage of the sparse predictor over non-sparse predictor.
3) Case 3: Similar Match of the Periodogram by the Two Parametric Spectra, but With Much Cheaper Models for the Sparse Predictor:
In Fig. 7 the frame 8701 presents a representative situation when the spectra of the two parametric Fig. 7 . Parametric spectrum of the non-sparse predictor (green), parametric spectrum of the sparse predictor (red) overlapped over the periodogram (blue) for four typical frames. In the three frames on top the non-sparse predictor is very smooth, while the sparse predictor follows closely the structure of the partials from periodogram. In the bottom frame both the sparse and non-sparse spectra follow the regular features of the spectrogram, however the sparse predictor has only 23 nonzero coefficients while the non-sparse predictor has 48 nonzero coefficients. model match closely one another, and also match well the periodogram, for a signal having about 14 well defined partials. However, the order of the non-sparse predictors is high, , in order to place a maximum at each partial, while the order of the optimal sparse predictor is , with only nonzero coefficients. The overall difference in codelength of about 100 bits comes from the smaller cost of the predictor coefficients for the sparse predictor.
For the whole file there are 1109 frames where the order of the non-sparse predictor and the order of the sparse predictor are the same, out of which in 133 frames the two predictors were different. On the later cases, the average number of multiplications per sample for decoding is 13 for the sparse predictor and 19 for the non-sparse predictor.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed the use of sparse modeling for prediction and described an efficient search algorithm for computing sparse stereo linear prediction coefficients to be used with lossless audio compression. The comparison between sparse and non-sparse predictive coding was done using the most efficient overall compression scheme. We showed that sparse linear predictive coding offers consistent improvements over traditional non-sparse linear predictive coding, such as improved compression, average complexity reduction for the decoder, and much smaller worst case decoder complexity for difficult to compress audio material.
The parametric spectrum of signals obtained by first fitting AR models of various orders and then choosing the model according to a model order selection method is a well known technique for obtaining a smooth spectrum of signals [20] . The models proposed in this paper, namely the optimal MDL sparse predictors have been shown in the previous section to provide an interesting alternative way for obtaining smooth parametric spectra. Extracting signal features from this alternative spectral representation will provide new features, worth investigating, e.g., in tasks of music analysis and music information retrieval.
APPENDIX I INTERLEAVED OPTIMIZATION-QUANTIZATION FOR THE PROBLEM
In this subsection we develop the solution of the problem where we denote and , and have to solve which is a least squares problem where the non-sparse -dimensional vector is constrained to belong to the set of reconstructions compatible with the adopted quantization scheme.
We start by briefly reviewing the unconstrained least squares problem, which seeks the predictor vector minimizing , or equivalently minimizing the mean squared prediction error (MSE) criterion . We denote the estimated covariance matrix, the estimated crosscorrelation vector, and the sample estimate variance of . The (LS) optimal solution is well known to be . The least squares system can be solved in three steps using the decomposition , with complexity , where is a lower triangular matrix having ones on the main diagonal and a diagonal matrix with positive elements. The first step is removing from the left hand side by forward substitution with complexity , . The second step is removing from the left hand side by elementwise division with complexity , . The final step is removing from the left hand side by backward substitution with complexity , . The MSE at the optimal solution is easily seen to be (3) All lossless compression schemes compute in a first stage the prediction coefficients resulting in real numbers (floating-point or fixed-point) and in a second stage the predictor parameters are independently scalar quantized. This policy amounts to computing the entire vector and then quantizing each element using fractional bits to get a quantized version . Since independent scalar quantization of the optimal prediction coefficients can be quite inefficient [21] , we proposed in [10] a new algorithm, interleaved optimization-quantization, OQ-LS, which finds the quasi-optimal quantized solution with complexity similar to the original least squares, operating with the decomposition. This alternative quantization starts with the first two steps as presented earlier (forward substitution and elementwise division), but during the third step we quantize each element of inside the back-substitution loop. Since the matrix of the system is upper triangular, we compute the th element and at the same time we uniformly quantize the value using fractional bits using the formula (4) where we see that the current quantized version accounts also for the quantization errors produced when computing , as opposed to the independent quantization solution . The advantages of this strategy were illustrated in more detail in [10] and we are using in the following the solver (4) which creates directly a .
APPENDIX II FORWARD GREEDY SEARCH USING INCREMENTAL
The recursive-in-order evaluation of the MSE criterion on the step A1.1.2 can be organized in a very efficient way. In the initialization stage we are given ,
, and , we set for the vectors , build the matrix and compute , , and . The notations used to describe the algorithm are as follows. Subindexes in brackets specify the step (index of a step) in the iteration: e.g., is the matrix at the end of step and double subindexes in brackets specify the intermediate value of a variable during step when testing the candidate index , e.g., is the matrix during the test of candidate column index in step . Double subindexes without brackets specify the usual selection of rows and columns, e.g., is the submatrix from selected by the row indexes in the set , and by the column index .
We also initialize the variables to be used in the search: empty matrix , empty vector , an empty list of selected regressor indexes , the list of all candidate regressor indexes , and the MSE as . At every step , with , we consider the inclusion of each possible candidate regressor with index which will lead to a tentative predictor , where and we want to express recursively the matrices in the decomposition in order to update from the known matrices , and the vector , which provided the current decomposition and the auxiliary variable , to the new variables In order to fulfill , the auxiliary variables result easily to be: we perform the Step A1.3 where the optimal quantized prediction coefficients for the updated are computed and the total compressed size of the frame is estimated. At the end of the search procedure, we select regressors producing the smallest total compressed size for the current frame.
APPENDIX III THE FAST SPARSE GREEDY SEARCH ALGORITHM
The forward greedy search can be improved even further, using the recurrence relations for the auxiliary variables , , and to take advantage of the values , , and available from step , replacing the multiplications required in (5), by only multiplications. We observe that for each , the vector from the extended candidate matrix is actually of the form , that is, the first columns are unchanged, because they only depend on the already selected regressors, which are fixed. This property was previously described in [19] to significantly reduce the complexity of a multipulse search algorithm (their algorithm used Cholesky decomposition and not the decomposition which we use here). We also maintain the auxiliary terms and . At step , we initialize , , and an empty vector. For each step , let be the regressor selected at the previous step. We start by updating , and also use several recurrence relations to compute or update, for each candidate regressor (7) which can replace the more expensive equations in (5) .
The new MSE for each candidate regressor can be computed exactly as before using (6) and the rest of the search procedure is also unchanged. Note that for each candidate , the main computational effort of the new search algorithm is now just the scalar product , where can be computed only once for all candidate regressors, and then the scalar product requires multiply-add operations. The equations (7) require only multiplications instead of the multiplications required in (5) to compute the new MSE for each candidate regressor.
APPENDIX IV ENCODING THE SPARSITY MASK
The user introduced parameters , , and define the horizon for search of regressors in the problem , and thus the -long sparsity mask used in the problem concatenates the binary mask for selecting the main channel regression variables and the binary mask for selecting the reference channel regression variables. After finding the optimal solution to we remove the trailing zeros in the end of the two vectors, defining the new vectors and and concatenate them into the final vector of size and we note that each of the two vectors and may be empty. In Step E2 we encode using bits and using bits. We continue with describing the encoding of the sparsity bit mask , which has a total of bits, out of which have value one. Since we already encoded and , the last bit from each and is known to be one, so in general we know the value of bits to be one, except when one of the vectors or is empty, when we already know bits. Thus we further need to encode only bits out of which have value 1. The number of one bits can be seen to obey and is encoded using bits. A very simple choice would be to model the bit mask as a memoryless random source. We already know the exact number of ones and the number of zeros in the bit mask, so we can easily encode it by arithmetic coding using bits. However, we are not using this memoryless model, because most of the time in the beginning of the subvectors and we get significant runs of ones. Using this empirical observation, we refine the model of the binary mask as beginning with a run of ones of length , when , and for the binary mask as beginning with a run of ones of length , when . If is not entirely a run of ones, , we don't need to encode the element which is necessarily zero, and similarly, if , is known to be zero. Thus the number of already known zero bits is . When is not the all ones vector, , we encode using bits and then using bits. The remaining ones and zeros are encoded by arithmetic coding exactly as in the memoryless model. The overall cost of encoding is
APPENDIX V PENALIZATION MODELS FOR THE SPARSITY MASK DURING THE GREEDY SEARCH
The greedy search algorithm is suboptimal because choosing the th regressor in the th stage is done knowing only the already decided regressors and we do not know essential information about the final structure of the optimal solution , e.g., the parameters and . To exemplify, given the binary mask at stage , denoted , where the largest index of an element of one in the subvector is , the increase when changing the th bit of from a zero to a one will be small if is less than the largest index and will be large if is higher than the largest index , which in particular will make it expensive to select regressors with indexes higher than . However, if one would know the true value of of the optimal solution, the true cost of including the regressor to the prediction mask will be small even for . This difficulty, of not knowing the final and , makes necessary to utilize during the greedy search a number of different policies for penalizing the inclusion of a new regressor in the prediction mask. We note that accounting at stage for the run coding used in the algorithm is also difficult in the absence of knowledge of final values of and .
Since any unique penalty function may overestimate or underestimate the cost of the sparsity mask during the greedy search, we run for each frame the sparse search algorithm using several penalty functions and select the result which obtains the smallest overall compressed size. The first penalty function is , which selects always as new regressor the one which will lead to a minimum MSE, without regard to the regressor position. The second penalty function is the full cost, , as if will be the optimal mask to be encoded (and not just the mask at one particular stage).
One of the issues with forward selection algorithms is that a wrong selection cannot be corrected later. We observed that the final selected structure of the sparsity almost always includes a compact block of intra-channel regressors on the first positions (0, 1, ) and also another compact block of inter-channel regressors on the first positions . Although those regressors are not included in the prediction mask in order and ahead of all the other regressors, they are nevertheless present in the final selected structure. Thus, we can take advantage of this property and preselect in advance a few of them, for example 8 for the intra-channel part and 4 for the inter-channel part. This makes the wrong selections in the following steps less likely.
The third and forth penalty functions are identical with the first and the second penalty functions respectively, just with the modification that the regressors on the first 8 positions for the intra-channel part and the regressors on the first 4 positions for the inter-channel parts are forcefully selected (if they do not lead to an ill conditioned candidate matrix), after which the selection procedure continues normally.
Another optional try is the non-sparse selection procedure with the total maximum order set to , having and . With small relative encoder complexity overhead, this ensures that in the most unfavorable case (no benefit from a sparse representation) any sparse compression mode will be no worse that the corresponding non-sparse mode.
